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Zondervan. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 272
pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.3in. x 0.7in.Hands-on answers to
the crises of urban homes. The problems urban families face--
low income, drug abuse, divorce, gang involvement, domestic
violence, and more--are devastating. But solutions exist in the
local church that can transform troubled homes into places of
love, security, hope, and growth. In Reclaiming the Urban
Family, Dr. Willie Richardson gives pastors and leaders
methods that can make inner-city churches a powerful force
for restoring, training, and strengthening families, single-
parent homes, and individuals. Using the principles and
strategies described, the family training ministry of Dr.
Richardsons own Christian Stronghold Baptist Church in
Philadelphia has - Brought about a near-zero divorce rate -
Produced strong marriages built on deep love bonds between
couples - Helped numerous low- and moderate-income
families become debt-free - Trained men to be competent
husbands and fathers--and raised adult male membership in
church to as high as 48 percent - Lowered the number of
teenage pregnancies - Helped win to Christ those who have
seen transformation in their loved ones. Reclaiming the Urban
Family covers concerns as diverse as lay biblical counseling,
singles and youth ministry, marriage preparation,
occupational enrichment, single-parent households,...
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Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am
effortlessly can get a delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Rhea  Da r e-- Rhea  Da r e

The ebook is great and fantastic. it was writtern very completely and valuable. I am just quickly could get a delight of
reading through a composed book.
-- Am ely Hodkiewicz-- Am ely Hodkiewicz
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